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A forward-thinking digital culture is
essential for digital success. DTG's
targeted training courses increase
understanding of industry 4.0 and
encourage workforce sponsorship
digital solutions.
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Successfully executing a Digital Strategy relies heavily on taking your
greatest asset, your people, with you. This high-level digital manufacturing
and supply overview is specifically designed to help you and your workforce
understand the concepts of Industry 4.0 and the elements of a digital
strategy. It explores digital technologies; showing how they impact
manufacturing and gives an insight into the art of the possible through a
digital journey.

Course Topics

Overview

Introduction to industry 4.0

Fundamentals of a digital manufacturing strategy

Exploring the 9 pillars of technology

The impact of digital on manufacturing & supply

Learning Objectives

1
Explain the meaning

and importance of

'Industry 4.0’.
2

Illustrate the 9 Pillars

of Technology that

make up Industry 4.0
3

Identify the

fundamental

categories of an

effective digital

strategy.
Describe the main

implications industry 4.0

has on manufacturing

and supply.

4
Recognise the benefits

of digitalisation for your

manufacturing

business. 

5
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Methods of cyber attack in manufacturing

Implementing a Digital Strategy brings an acknowledged increase in
inherent cyber security risks. This session is a practical exploration of
Industrial (sometimes referred to as Operational Technology) Cyber
Security and how it can be implemented to help avoid unnecessary
bumps in the road on your digital journey.

Course Topics

Overview

OT cyber security principles

The fundamentals of an operational technology cyber
security strategy

Learning Objectives

1
Define the term 'industry

4.0' and explain it's impact

on cyber security 2
Identify and explain the

main cyber threats

manufacturers face 3
Identify the fundamental

categories of an effective

digital strategy.

Name the types of

manufacturing systems &

processes susceptible to

cyber attack

4
List the implications of

an industrial cyber

attacks5

Industry 4.0 overview

Explain the key differences

between IT and OT and

where they comverge6
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Enabling Technologies

Good data management practices are essential for success in digital
transformation. In partnership with Wyoming Interactive, this course delivers
sustainable ways of working to enable digitalisation and achieve high value
commercial outcomes throughout your digital journey. We will explore all aspects of
the data lifecycle and discover how analysis can deliver significant business benefit.

Modelling

Course Topics

Overview

Data Processes

Learning Objectives

1
Explain the basic

principles of data

governance.
2

Describe how data is

processed,

contextualised and

modelled.

3

List the modern

technologies that

enable data extraction

and analysis.

4

Explain known

analytical methods

and how to report data.

5

Governance

Demonstrate ·how to

develop a data strategy

that can utilise industry

4.0 technologies to bring

business benefits.

Preliminary Steps (DQA/DLA)

Analytics & Reporting

Enabling Technologies

Sustainability
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Unlocking the Digital Value

Business Model

Successfully executing a Digital Strategy requires a strong
governance model which is clearly aligned to the goals of the
business. This session will provide a step by step process to allow you
and your management team to first understand where you are on the
digital journey, identify the opportunities, structure for success and
unlock the digital value.

Course Topics

Overview

Setting up your Organisation for Success

Digital Assessment, Understanding & Value Identification

Digital Life Cycle Management

Target Audience

Senior management and

key decision makers

Delivery

Face to face or Webinar

Duration

1 full day workshop

Course Format

Instructor led presentation with

interactive breakout sessions
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An inclusive digital culture is built by effective leaders with a clear
digital vision. This mentoring programme pairs a DTG Director with
an Executive Leader or Change Agent within your organisation.
Working closely over several sessions, expert guidance, advice and
practical support will facilitate the development of leadership skills in
line with your digital journey.

Course Topics

Overview

Course content will be jointly agreed by the client and DTG

Target Audience

Executive level leaders

and Change Agents

Delivery

Face to face

Duration

6 x  full day sessions

Course Format

1-2-1 or small group

mentoring sessions
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Building the foundations

for digital success.
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